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of Salonika and Constantinople Spanish, and the
irians a Slavonic tongue. But, making all allow-
for such cases, similarity of language always im-
contact at some period, and probably union in some
of state or national organization. Languages in
ey form, on the whole, the best criterion of race in
opular sense—that is to say, when we talk of Greeks
ilgarians we mean people who sp>eak Greek or Bul-
n. But some qualifications must be made. Moham-
,ns, particularly of the upper classes, who migrate
their homes in the provinces, generally drop their
rial languages, and in the second generation speak
ish only. This is the case with many Albanians in
tantinople and elsewhere. Of such, it would be more
jet to say that they were Albanians than that they
Albanians. Many districts, too, are bilingual; but
ly always be assumed that Greek or Turkish is an
Lred language, and that the second one gives the
ker's real race."
fourth method of classification, he says, is that of
lers and customs, the most important of which is
ion. Bearing these principles of classification in
,n group, but the lack of literature makes scientific statements re-
ig its development extremely difficult. A significant brochure which
eently appeared on the subject is the result of the scholarly research
. Dako of Korteha, Albania. A literary conference of leading
ians was convened shortly before the present war to consider the
of an alphabet for the new Albanian literature. The Latin alphabet
•avorably considered, but no decision,, of a permanent character,
eaehed.
he Jews of Turkey speak Spanish, German, Italian, Russian, and
imes other languages according to their nationality. Jewish papers
ublished in French and in Spanish, the latter in a modified Hebrew
ster, which is called Hebrew Spanish. There is a movement among
ews at present to return to the use of the Hebrew language, and
il women's clubs are working vigorously in pursuance of this
se.
'here are those who consider that the absolute separation in thinking
I by using languages so widely different from each other, has in-
Led and crystallized the intense racial feeling in the Turkish Em-
to an extent that no other force could have accomplished."

